NL congratulates a
dear architect
Sudanese colleague
Mewahib
Yagoub
Mohamed (Left) was
ARC•PEACE Board
member a few years
back, when she also
acted as Treasurer,
after co-chairing the
XXVII GA held at Copenhagen, in 2011.
Most recently, Mewahib has become
Strategic
Business
Development
Manager with OXFAM.
OXFAM works in more than 90
countries with the most vulnerable
people and communities. They are a
team made up of more than 1,230
people employed and almost 1,800
volunteers.

Architecture and HR must
be a UIA Work Programme
ARC•PEACE Co-chair,
Graeme Bristol (right),
last year proposed to
the
UIA
the
establishment of a
new Work Programme
on human rights.

ARC•PEACE Board Member and
the importance of social networks
Bahrain colleague
practically shows
that a never heavy
agenda justifies not
having time to
interact via social
networks.

They aim at building a future with no
poverty in which all people enjoy their
rights. ARC•PEACE coincides with that
humanitarian task and shares it for the
knowledge of those who have a heart
for the most needy in the world.
We wish Mewahib success on her new
responsibilities at Oxford, England.
The Editor

URBAN IMPACT
ANALYZED BY ARC•PEACE MEXICO

Prof. Ahmed Abdurahman Al Jowder
is a most recognized University tutor.
He’s been ARC•PEACE strong supporter
for several years now. His vision about
improving people’s life quality is that
the world neediest citizens are a
priority in the architect’s agenda.
Many distinguished colleagues should
imitate Al Jowder, at least by saying Hi
now and then at our social network.
The Editor

CLIMATE CHANGE
We must stop it NOW!

The Associate Mexican group continues
with an ambitious study programme
with academical and official levels.
Sandra Sosa Castro announces this
March seminar on the Urban Code
Proposal to Queretaro State in Mexico.

The RAIC, a member of the UIA, made
a formal presentation of it to the UIA
Council and Bureau.
As any Work Programme must have
representation from each of the UIA 5
regions: Western Europe, Eastern
Europe & Middle East, the Americas,
Asia & Oceania, and Africa the
ARC•PEACE Executive Committee (EC)
decided in the last online meeting to
send letters to as many UIA National
members as possible. This, in order to
move forward with Graeme’s most
justified proposal.

Leticia Baldomir, from Canary Islands,
recommends NL readers to ponder the
students’ reaction to the official lack of
resolution facing the endless battle for
survival of our Planet.

Spanish speaking readers could follow
this at:
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10
217994442163433&set=pcb.235289966498824
2&type=3&theater&ifg=1

ARC•PEACE INDIA FOUNDATION IN ITS FOURTH YEAR
Left: the official
Certificate of the
Indian Chapter
registration
in
2015. It will be 4
years old next
September.

Right: a picture of ARC•PEACE India
Board; at top centre is Secretary Ruma
Shukla, and ARC•PEACE International
Emeritus Member Prof. Bijay Misra at
the extreme right, on the front line.
The group is working hard at obtaining
titles of land and houses for women.

Many ignore the crucial stage of this
counter clockwise struggle. There are
many videos to show to react by
taking now the right actions; try this:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1gFRHVYj
sP0

